A NOTE ON CHAPTER 39 OF MAGNA CARTA
R.C. van Caenegem*

It is not my intention here to discuss the importance of the most famous chapter in the
most famous Charter of Liberties, but only to have a close look at the meaning of a single
word – vel – at the end of the text, on which there is some disagreement among scholars.
This controversy goes back a long way. In the seventeenth century the Quakers, already
appealing to Magna Carta, became involved in the debate because they were interested
in the idea of trial by peers.1
The gist of chapter 39 is that no free man should be molested or punished except by
the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the land. The original Latin text reads
as follows: “Nullus liber homo capiatur, vel imprisonetur, aut disseisiatur, aut utlagetur,
aut exuletur, aut aliquo modo destruatur, nec super eum ibimus, nec super eum mittemus,
nisi per legale judicium parium suorum vel per legem terre.”
The traditional opinion is that vel in this phrase is disjunctive. Professor JC Holt,
who wrote an authoritative book on the Great Charter, translated as follows: “except by
the lawful judgement of his peers or by the law of the land”.2 Professor A Torre, a wellknown student of the British constitution and of English legal history, translated similarly
as follows: “se non in virtù di un legittimo giudizio di suoi pari o in applicazione della
legge del paese”.3 They understood the phrase to mean that no sanction could be inflicted
on a free man without either a lawful judgment of his peers or a judgment according to
the law of the land.
A dissenting opinion was voiced, however, by the eminent legal historian Professor
Walter Ullmann, who argued that here the vel is to be understood in a conjunctive sense,
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so that article 39 should be read as meaning that “no free man should be sanctioned
except by a legitimate court of peers and by the law of the land”.4
The question is of some importance since the two interpretations are fundamentally
different. In Ullmann’s version, there is one procedure in the judicium parium (a great
feudal principle, to which I shall return later). In Holt’s version, there are two procedures,
either sentencing by peers or judgment by some other procedure in any court that applies
the law of the land.
I would now like to offer some considerations as a modest contribution to the debate,
and to dedicate them to Laurens Winkel, an eminent scholar and good friend. The laws
of logic provide my first argument because “a lawful judgment according to the law”
(Ullmann’s reading) amounts to tautology. It is indeed hard to imagine a lawful judgment
of peers against the law of the land.
Another argument in favour of the Holt thesis is the understanding of our text in a
contemporary translation into Norman French, where vel occurs as “o”, namely “or” and
not as “and”.5 It is moreover noteworthy that “the clerk who transcribed the version of
the Charter used in the confirmation of 1253 used the word aut here”.6
My third argument belongs to social history, for it is clear that the alternative of
judgment by peers or judgment according to the law of the land relates to two different
social classes. If the lawful judicium parium is distinct from the law of the land, according
to what law do the peers pronounce their lawful judgment? There is little doubt that it
is the feudal law of the barons and knights, as opposed to the law of ordinary folk.
Feudal law is the body of customs regulating fiefs and homage, inheritance and relevium,
primogeniture, knight service, various “feudal incidents”, auxiulium et consilium, loyalty
to the overlord and treason (felony being to this day the most heinous crime).7 Judgment
by peers was a venerable part of this body of law. A vassal appearing in his lord’s court
was not judged by the lord himself but by his peers, namely his fellow vassals. The court
in which this judicium parium was pronounced would be the curia regis for the tenantsin-chief, or some baronial court for the enfeoffed tenants (vavassores) down the feudal
pyramid.
Chapter 21 of Magna Carta itself laid down that earls and barons were not to be
amerced except by their peers and then only in accordance with the nature of the offence:
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“Lawful judgment by peers, as Professor Holt points out, was an antique remedy …
which had gone so awry in the years before 1215”.8
The alternative was the law of the land, the body of ancient customs, sometimes
going back to the Old English dooms and recorded in such law books as the Leges
Henrici Primi9 or in borough charters,10 or developed and fixed in the case law of the
hallmoot, namely the manorial court, or the borough court or court leet or husting, or in
the hundred or county court.
Chapter 39 says nothing about jury trial and has nothing to do with it. There is,
nevertheless, a tenacious belief that the famous English jury goes back to Magna Carta.
This once widespread misapprehension, accepted even by the United States Supreme
Court in United States v Booker in 2005, was based on the judicium parium of our chapter
39, but it has rightly been abandoned by the historical profession as an unwarranted
Hineininterpretation.11
The feudalism that produced Magna Carta was part of a vast European experience. It
is therefore natural to look for continental parallels to chapter 39.
Some information could, for example, be provided by neighbouring Flanders, where
Galbert of Bruges, a notary in the count’s administration, was a keen observer of what
went on in the law courts. He wrote an account of the dramatic events following the
murder of the childless Count Charles the Good in 1127, who was succeeded by William
Clito, a son of Duke Robert Curthose of Normandy and supported by the king of France,
the suzerain of the county of Flanders.12 During the months following his accession the
young count, as reported by Galbert (c 87), decided to punish the murderers and their
accomplices, who were indicted by grand juries. A distinction was drawn between those
belonging to the feudal class, namely the vassals of the late Count Charles, who were
outlawed, and the other folk who were to be sentenced by the scabini of the land, as they
had requested.13
Similarly but even more clearly expressed, we find the contrast between the barons
and knights on the one hand, and the ordinary free men on the other in Galbert’s c 102,
where we read that in March 1128 William Clito’s rival, Thierry of Alsace, was elected
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Count of Flanders by an important section of the Flemish people. It was then ordained that
all those who had been outlawed in 1127 might return to Thierry’s court and demonstrate
their innocence (excusationem facerent) according to the judgment of the barons or
feudatories if they were knights and had belonged to the count’s court, or otherwise
they might prove their innocence (sese purgarent) before the scabini of the land.14 And
in May 1128, Galbert tells us (c 110) that almost all those who had been banned as
accomplices in the betrayal of Count Charles returned and requested that anyone who
was challenged on account of this treachery would answer either in the count’s court, if
he was a knight, or before the scabini or judges of the land, if he was of inferior status
(inferioris conditionis).15
Thus, somewhat paradoxically, Flemish events of 1127 and 1128 throw light on an
English Charter of 1215.

Abstract
Scholars disagree about the meaning of c 39 of Magna Carta (1215). Some read that no
freeman shall be punished “except by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of
the land”, but others “except by the lawful judgment of his peers and by the law of the
land”. The present author believes the former version to be correct on the strength of
legal and linguistic arguments. He also refers to comparable situations on the Continent
that support his conclusion.
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